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Don Quixote in Russia in the Eighteenth 
and NineteentJ1 Centuries: 'T'he Problen1 
of Perception and Interpretation 
Slav N. Gratchev 
This study examines the problem of the perception of Don Quixote in Russia in the eigh te nth and nineteenth centtu'ies. 13y using 
materials inaccessible to English-speaking scholars, T want to d rnon -
strate that this process of appropriation was a long and a complex one, 
and there were specific reasons for that. The first modern novel, upon 
arrival in Russia, received minimal attention and was perceived as a 
simple, comical book; then, gradually, it started to gain significance. 
The majority of the materials that are used throughout this text are 
only available in Russian, are kept in the scientific libraries of Saint 
Petersburg and Moscow, and have never been translated into English. 
To facilitate reading this article, within the text I use the English trans-
lations that I generated myself, but, to preserve the authenticity of the 
text and give interested readers the opportunity to see or read the in-
formation in Russian, I included the original text in the endnotes. 
The communication and interrelation between Spanish and Russian 
literature have lasted for several centuries. At times the connection has 
become weaker, at other times stronger, but never has it disappeared 
completely. Throughout this period, which extends roughly between 
the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries, there were single instances 
when the relationship between Spanish and Russian literatures was 
becoming very intense, and we can admit that these interactions were 
quite productive for both sides. The careful analysis of motives, forms, 
and all possible aspects of this communication, even if studied only in 
part, can be both revealing and productive for Spanish literary history 
as well as for Russian. 
A historic overview of the Spanish-Russian literary relationship will 
give us abundant and interesting material for more concrete literary 
analysis and for theoretical generaliza tion and conclusions. These rna.-
terials will show us the significant simjJa1•iti s in the historical clevel.op-
ment of two countries that, despite being so far apart tenitorially and 
culturally, have much in common. In fact, the Spanish-Muslim cultural 
interrelations in the Middle Ages are in many ways reminiscent of the 
Mongol Yoke' that spread over Russia and lasted for almost three cen-
turies. An understanding of these events then may help us explain later 
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processes that took place in Russia and Spain once Arab and Mongol 
dominations came to an end, particularly regarding the role of the so-
called exotic color in arts, in the transformation of literary genres, etc. 
The history of Spanish-Russian literary connections also demon-
strates the multiplicity of forms of mediation that both literatures 
have employed as they became acquainted with one another. Perhaps 
due to the fact that the popularity of the Spanish language developed 
in Russia relatively late and Spanish literature was known in Russia 
mainly through mediocre translations from French and German sourc-
es, it must be admitted that the history of the Spanish-Russian liter-
ary relationship has not been studied in depth up to the present day. 
Many aspects of the connections that are, in my opinion, of great im-
portance for both literatures have not yet received significant scholarly 
attention. This could be one of the possible reasons why the deep and 
multi-faceted influence that was exercised by Don Quixote on classical 
Russian literature of the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, and 
especially on Fyodor Dostoevky's novel The Idiot, has not been studied 
as extensively as it should have been. 
This study will not attempt to exhaust all questions related to this 
matter, even within the limits of the more particular or specific ques-
tions that may arise while the study unfolds. Instead, what it does aim 
to accomplish is marking the possible routes that perhaps would lead 
us toward some generalizations and conclusions. At the very least, 
this study aims to arouse scholarly interest in some key topics related 
to Cervantes's reception in Russia and the gradual transformation or, 
more to the point, re-accentuation2 of the image of Don Quixote during 
the Russian literary renaissance. 
Like many other things, Don Quixote was brought to Russia from 
Europe by Peter the Great in 1716. It was brought not as a book but as 
a small painting on a piece of carton made in the famous manufac-
tures of tapestry in Paris. That carton was created by Charles-Antoine 
Coypel,J and it was one of the twenty-eight small paintings that in-
terpreted Cervantes's book. Peter the Great was not a connoisseur of 
literature but a collector of rarities, and he gladly took the interest-
ing painting and brought it to Russia together with many other things. 
Although Peter the Great never got to read the book itself, he knew the 
plot in general terms, and it is certain that Don Quixote made an im-
pression on the Russian tsar. While in the Netherlands, where Peter saw 
the great number of windmills, he commented to Count Yaguzinsky, 
the Russian diplomat: "There would be a lot of work for Don Kishot"4 
(Maykov 87).5 
We know how the carton made it to Russia, but we do not know 
how the book itself came to the country in the early eighteenth cen-
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tury. Most probably, some of Pete.r's num ' ro us servants (who, by the 
way, were very well-eel ucated people even by the European standards), 
lmow i11g that the tsar showed an in terest .in it, purchased the book an I 
brought it to the t'.Ountry. [n any case, after this longest tr ip, the doors 
I etween Russia and Europe came wide open, and this t1·emendously fu-
ci litated the ·ultural exchange. Of course, everything progressed very 
slowly. 
For that reason, t he first litera ry commentary about Don Qui.xole as 
a literary work appeared in Russia o nly in 1720 in an absolutely insig-
nificant book that today nobody would know, with the excep tion of a 
fewsd10Jai:s who speciali ze in publications of early ightee.nth-ce:ntu ry 
Russia. That boo) , titled Reasoning ctlwut the World, 6 was lTan. lated 
from French. 
In the book called Donkishot is described the fabled life of 
so me Spanish gentlem an ca!Jed Donkishot who, by riding 
around the world, did many fantastic things worthy of laugh-
ter, and fo r everyman who wa humiliatedoroffond cl, always 
en tered alone intu the fight. (qtcl. i_n Pekarskiy 2.: 488-89)1 
It is easy to see that the initial perception of Don Quixote in Russia 
wa far from a serious one. TI1e co mmentary that we read ni cely ex-
empliJied tlrnt Don Quixote was "some Spanish gentleman who did 
many funtast:ic th ings worthy o f laughte1·." The book was perceived 
as a purely comical one that lacked any serious ol' philosophica l con-
text. The protagonist, t hough, wa given credit as a man who "entered 
alone intu the fight" for everyone who was offended or humUi.atecl. As 
.it often happens, the initia l perception is the must lastin g one, and we 
have to admit that, unfortunately, for the next one hundred yeat·s in 
Russia, Don Quixote was never considered to be mor than just a comi-
cal book, and the seriousness of the wo1·k was not acknowledged until 
Ivan Turgenev's famous speech" Hamlet and Don Quixote" in 1866. We 
will discuss this rather important sp ech in due time. 
The "discovery" of Don Quixote in Russia, according to Mikhail 
Ale.ks ev,H sho uld b attributed to the Rus iao literary s ho la r Vasily 
Trediakov. ky.ll Tred iakuvsky, of coarse, was not th first Ru sian to read 
Don Quixote, but he was the first sch olar who -xplicitly menti oned the 
novel of Cerva ntes in an academic mon graph. The monograph, how-
ever, exam ined Russian orthography, and a discussion of the literary 
work of Cerva ntes was understaoclably outside of its scientifi c: inquiry. 
Nevertheless, in this book t itled Conversations abottl Orthogmphy,'° 
published jn 1747, Trediakovsky draws ou.r the a ttention to th unusual 
traits of the conversation that takes place between Don Quixote and 
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Sancho Panza and claims that it should be viewed as a model of any 
natural conversation. 
The conversation has to be natural; exactly that happened be-
tween the knight errant Don Quixote and his squire Sancho 
Panza. (Trediakovsky 3: 301) 11 
It is certainly interesting that Tredialwvsky, while ta lking ab ut 
natural conversation in the process of communication, attributed this 
phenomenon specifically to Don Quixote. It is certain that this severe 
classicist read the book of Cervantes with utmost attention, and there 
are r asons to suggest that, most likely, he read it in Spanish. As a bril-
liant linguist, Trcdiakovsky would never have passed suci1 a judgment 
on Cervantes's unusual art of dial ogue if he had 1·ead th - boo k using a 
translation . By th e way, the very first terribly abridged Lmn l.ation (The 
boo k contained only 27 chapters out of the 126 written by Cervantes !) 
appeared in Russia in 1769 wh n Trediakovsky was already dead. Thus, 
the probabilHyofTr cliakovsky reading Cervantes in Spanish is so high 
that it allows us to suggest that Trediakovsky wa.s, in fact, the very first 
Russian to read Don uixote in panish. 
There must have been some sp -'cific tool s or some l.iterary device 
that was previously unknown in literature, which Cervantes conscious-
ly (or subconsciously) deployed in Don Quixote and which created the 
notion of the natural conversation . For Trediakovsky, that type of a 
conversation not only became a model but also ensured the wholeness 
of the main character that "guaranteed the inner connection of the 
constituent elements of the person" (Bakhtin i). Nonetheless, as the 
main focus uf Trdiakovsky's boo k was still Russian orthography, any 
detailed ommentary on Cervantes's work simply fell outside the scope 
of' his academic inquiry. 
Another Russian intell ectual, writ r, and poet, Alexander 
Sumarokov,12 in his article A bout reading novels,'3 made an interest-
ing comment about Don Quixote that revealed not only his familiar-
ity with t he novel but also a good understa nding of its literary valu •. 
In many novels that weigh one pud 14 there will be less than 
one pound of spirits, and the reading of them will consume 
lots of time and be useless, rather than useful. I rule out 
Telemalms'5 and Donkis /wt and the handful of other worthy 
novels. (Sumarokov 374- 75)16 
While reading the Diary of Katherine the Great's secretary, Aleksey 
Khrapuvitsky, 17 we find that the Ru ssian Empress, famous not only for 
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her wide intelligence and keen interest in literature but also for her 
unprecedented correspondence with the brightest minds of the eigh-
teenth century-Voltaire, Rousseau, and Diderot-expressed "not just 
a superficial interest to Don Quixote but ordered to make an extensive 
list of all proverbs and sayings by Sancho Panza" (Khrapovitsky 158). 
It is also possible to suggest that under the influence of reading Don 
Quixote, Katherine wrote the play "The Fairy Tale about Poor Knight 
Kosometovitch," which was staged in Saint Petersburg's Italian Opera 
Theatre in 1789 in the form of the opera buffa, or "comic opera." It is 
also worth noting that the music to this opera was composed by the 
Spanish composer Vicente Martin Y Soler. '8 
Although we do not have any documented comments made by 
Katherine the Great about Don Quixote, we know for a fact that the 
Russian tsarina always was a keen reader and often wanted to imitate 
something that she especially liked, and the fact that she wrote a play 
that is reminiscent of much of the first six chapters of Don Quixote tells 
us that she read Cervantes with considerable attention. 
As the eighteenth century was coming to an end, the perception 
of Don Quixote was changing, too, and the array of opinions is strik-
ingly wide: some praise Don Quixote; others call him a "fool.'' In one 
of the odes of the poet Gavrila Derzhavin,'9 Don Quixote is viewed 
as someone who wastes himself while trying to preserve something 
that is not worth preserving. In fact, in this ode Derzhavin introduced 
into Russian language a new word-donkishotstvovat ("live and act 
like Don Quixote"). In so doing, he, unfortunately, started a tradition 
that lasted a long time: Don Quixote was viewed as a funny guy who 
decided to spend his life traveling and doing unnecessary and funny 
things, like the fight with the windmills. Interestingly enough, even 
today, the Russian language conserves the initial meaning of the word 
donkishotstvovat, which has a separate life from its protagonist: while 
Don Quixote nowadays is treated more like a hero who would always 
be faithful to his high ideals, the word has a negative connotation and 
is normally applied to an unworthy person. Thus, thanks to Derzhavin, 
the verb donkishotstvovat in Russian language for a long time acquired 
quite a negative connotation. 
Not too fond of masquerades, 
And to the club will place your foot, 
You Keep the practices, the rituals, 
And do not donkishotstvuesh ... .2° (Derzhavin 19)21 
Mikhail Lomonosov22 instead read Don Quixote with a great deal 
of thought and scientific curiosity. Although Lomonosov was prirnar-
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ily a natural scientist, he was a polymath and had a natural interest 
in anything unusual or outstanding. For this reason, Lomonosov cer-
tainly read Don Quixote more like Trediakovsky. As Lomonosov was 
not able to read the novel in Spanish-he had no knowledge of this still 
quite exotic European language-he read it in German. We know that 
Lomonosov purchased this book while studying in Germany in 1761 
when he was still a student, and Don Quixote remained in his personal 
library thereafter. It is unfortunate, but history has not preserved for us 
any of Lomonosov's reactions to the book; however, at approximately 
the same time (i76i), Lomonosov decided to study the Spanish lan-
guage. Whether the reading of Cervantes was a primary catalyst of this 
decision, or whether it was something else, we do not know with cer-
tainty, but Lomonosov in his Grammar of the Russian Language char-
acterized the Spanish language as the most powerful of all European 
languages, and he compared Spanish to Russian in its richness of vo-
cabulary and expressive power. 23 
The divergence of opinions about Don Quixote prevailed for the 
rest of the eighteenth century. It is interesting to see, after we analyze 
those opinions, that there is a certain tendency: in the eighteenth cen-
tury, the century of the Enlightenment, the positive opinions about the 
book were always rendered by the scientists, or by scholars, while men 
of literature were not giving the book too much credit. I will not try to 
explain this phenomenon here; I simply want to bring it to the atten-
tion of my readers because there will be a series of articles that will talk 
about the perception of Don Quixote in Russia in the twentieth century 
and in the beginning of the twenty-first century, which was drastically 
different. 
The poet Ivan Krylov,24 after reading the book, immediately called 
Don Quixote a "fool" (Krylov 3: 335) and did it on numerous occasions, 
while the historian Nikolay Karamzin2 5 described Don Quixote in very 
romantic terms. In fact, it is unusual to see what kind of sentimental 
memories Don Quixote was able to evoke in the old man and the of· 
ficial Historian of the Russian tsar. And it is even more unusual to read 
such a testimony from the scholar whose job is to record facts, not to 
be sentimental about the novel. 
... and all these fairy tales in my childhood were making me a 
Don Quixote .... I waved sword a few times through the black 
air and returned to my room, thinking that my feat was pretty 
important. Oh this sweet childhood! Who dues not thinks of 
it without pleasure? (Karamzin 157)26 
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At the end of the eighteenth century, Europe was living though se-
rious turmoil; while some countries were going into decline (Spain), 
others were rising to dominance (France) . No one yet knew that this 
dominance would cost French people hundreds of thousands of their 
own citizens (just enough to remember Maximillian Robespierre with 
his infamous "pity is treason") and then would cost Europe another 
two million human lives. In response to these turbulent times, Nikolay 
Karamzin wrote the following in one of his letters: 
I live, my dear friend, in the village with books and nature, 
but I am often extremely restless in my heart. Those terrible 
events in Europe concern my soul. Call me Don Quixote, but 
this glorious knight could not love his Dulcinea more passion-
ately than I love Mankind! (Karamzin i57)'7 
The more the famous Russian historian spends time "with books 
and nature," the more he finds himself fascinated with the book of 
Cervantes. It is somewhat symbolic that in Karamzin's mind, the mind 
of the historian, the book of Cervantes is so tightly connected with the 
meaning of democracy and its successful establishment in Spain. 
The history of Spain is very curious. I am afraid only of phrases 
and blood. The Constitution of Cortes is a pure democracy. If 
they arrange the state, then I promise to walk to Madrid, and 
on the way there I will take with me Don Quixote. (Karamzin 
210)'8 
The nineteenth century in Russia started with the short and highly 
controversial ruling of Emperor Pavel I, the son of Katherine the Great. 
While the aristocracy was happy with the reign of Katherine, now the 
mood changed: Pavel was hated by all his subjects for his eccentric 
behavior and extremely strange ideas. For that reason, Pavel soon re-
ceived a nickname-"the crowned Don Quixote"-that was intended 
to characterize his absurd nature. 
He is a sort of Don Quixote, very inconsistent and very stub-
born, who wants only to satisfy his own vanity. (Valishevsky 
449)'9 
It is certainly reasonable to suggest that the perception of Don 
Quixote in Russia in the beginning of the nineteenth century was 
highly polarized, and it is interesting to see how quickly Don Quixote 
the "glorious knight" could become a "very inconsistent and very stub-
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born" gentleman who wanted "to satisfy his own vanity." What seems 
obvious is that the opinion of the Russian intelligentsia about Don 
Quixote was far from being definitely formed . 
It is rather symbolic that Pavel, while traveling throughout Western 
Europe in i782, received the exact same present from the French court 
as did his great-grandfather, Peter the Great, sixty years before: four 
tapestries from the series "The History of Don Quixote" by Coypel. 
Pavel brought them to Russia and placed them in his favorite summer 
residence, where visitors can still see them today. It is reasonable to 
make the same kind of suggestion of Pavel, that he was certainly closely 
familiar with the story of Don Quixote since he made an effort to bring 
those sizable tapestries to Russia. The fact that Pavel placed them in 
his own residence, where he tended to spend a considerable amount of 
time reading and contemplating, leaves us with the impression that he 
definitely valued the idea of the knight who alone dared to challenge 
the entire world order. Perhaps Pavel was even comparing himself with 
Don Quixote, as he also decided to challenge the order that was estab-
lished by his mother, Katherine the Great. What we know fur a fact 
is that Pavel was not naive and knew perfectly well that he was hated 
by Russian aristocrats and that they were preparing to overthrow him. 
Nonetheless, he continued to do what he had decided to do until he 
was brutally murdered in his own room in 1801. 
As the nineteenth century progressed, the perception of Don 
Quixote continued to develop, but, as before, this viewpoint could not 
be considered fully formed. I see that as a very good sign: the name 
of Don Quixote, although it still experienced the fate of transforma-
tion del nome proprio al name comune, was already widely known in 
Russia, and his fame was comparable with that of Don Juan, the only 
Spaniard who enjoyed major popularity in Russia during the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Another interesting Russian intellectual, Niko lay TurgenevJ" (not to 
be confused with Ivan Turgenev, the famous novelist of the mid-nine-
teenth century), noted in his diary about Don Quixote: 
And I live all alone, do not go anywhere, and do not get bored 
any more ... It is 10:30. It's time to read Donkishota, whom the 
writer makes so crazy that sometimes he seems unnatural to 
me and, therefore, I do not like him. (z45)3' 
NikolayTurgenev is certainly puzzled by Don Quixote; passing quiet 
time in the country, away from the madding crowd, Turgenev feels that 
there is much more in the personality of the hero who is written to 
appear 'so crazy' that he is unlikeable. Nevertheless, a few lines down, 
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we read just the opposite; yes, it seems that Don Quixote is still quite 
foreign to his Russian soul, but he certainly enjoys reading Cervantes. 
It was not a small pleasure when I, at twelve o'dock, lit a ciga-
rette and lay down in bed to read Don Quixote. (z65)32 
Without a doubt, the deepest understanding and appreciation of 
Don Quixote as a literary character, and of the novel's place and para-
mount importance in Russia, comes from Vissarion Belinsky,JJ by far 
the most prominent literary critic on the literary horizon of the early 
nineteenth century and a contemporary of Alexander Pushkin,34 
Nikolay Gogol,Js and Mikhail Lermontov.16 Long before Bakhtin wrote 
his theory of a novel, Belinsky wrote: 
The infancy of the ancient world was over; belief in gods and 
miracles died; the spirit of heroism disappeared; the age of real 
lite had come when a poem could turn into a novel. (Belinsky 
i: 265)37 
The attention of the most influential and the most Westernized lit-
erary critic was, of course, not so much on the novel as on Don Quixote, 
which, because of Belinsky, acquired a new literary lite in Russia: 
Finally, in the fifteenth century the final reform of the art was 
perfected: Cervantes killed by his incomparable Don Quixote 
the pseudo-ideal poetry. (Belinsky 3: 481)l8 
One hundred and fifty years later, Mikhail Bakhtin wrote in his 
Novelistic Discourse: 
And there arrived on the scene, at least, the great Renaissance 
novel-the novels of Rabelais and Cervantes. It is precisely in 
these two works that the novelistic word ... revealed its full 
potential and began to play such a titanic role in the formula-
tion of a new literary and linguistic consciousness (Dialogic 
Imagination 80). 
It is the phrase "at last" that makes it clear, notes Mancing in his 
"Don Quixote and Bakhtin's Two Stylistic Lines of the Novel," that up 
to that point everything had been just a preparation for the novel to 
appear and that this novel had finally "arrived." 
In the meantime, Belinsky, at the dawn of the nineteenth century, 
continued to influence the opinions of Russia's literary circles about 
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the importance of the great novel. Slowly but surely, the percep-
tion and interpretation was beginning to change: "Now I finish Don 
Quixote of Cervantes. It is a work of genius!" (Belinsky 6: 33).J9 This is a 
letter to Mikhail Bakunin4° in which, among other things, the theme of 
Cervantes occupies a significant place: 
I am funnier than Don Quixote: He at least sincerely believed 
that he was a knight that he was fighting with giants and not 
with windmills; that his ugly and fat Dulcinea was a beauty; 
but I know that I'm not a knight but crazy-and I am still chiv-
alrous in that I fight with windmills, and I am still fighting; in 
that my Dulcinea (life) is ugly and vile, and I still love her, in 
spite of common sense and all the evidence. (Belinsky 6: 35)4' 
No one, probably even up to the present day, understood and ex-
plained the idea of Cervantes better than Belinsky. His wide knowl-
edge of world literature enabled him to compare and contrast things 
that others would not even think to evaluate, such as Don Quixote and 
the tradition of the English historical novel, the father of which is tra-
ditionally considered to be Sir Walter Scott. In his letter to Mikhail 
Zagoskin, 42 Belinsky was characteristically exhaustive in the depth and 
scholarly intuition of his treatment of the novel. 
Cervantes long before Walter Scott wrote a historical novel. . 
. . the creative, artistic element of his spirit was so strong that 
it won over rationality .... His Don Quixote is not a caricature 
but a character, full of truth and alien to any exaggeration. He 
is not abstract but absolutely alive. The idea of Don Quixote 
does not belong to the time of Cervantes; it is the eternal idea . 
. . . Don Quixote was possible since both were human societ-
ies, and will be possible as long as people do not flee to the 
forests. (Belinsky 9: 79-80)43 
In his analysis of Don Quixote, Belinsky goes as far as to ascertain 
what made Cervantes's novel eternal; it was novel without national 
boundaries and time: 
Everyone has a little Don Quixote inside; but most of all, 
people who become Don Quixotes are people with a flaming 
imagination, a loving soul, and a noble heart .... True, Don 
Quixote can be found only among remarkable people. But the 
important thing is that they have always been, they are, and 
they will be. This is an eternal type, this is an idea that always 
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embodies in itself thousands of different types and forms, 
according to the spirit and the character of a century, or the 
country. (Belinskyu: i37)44 
The word "idea" makes it clear that Belinsky reads, perceives, and in-
terprets Don Quixote differently from the majority of literary critics of 
his time who could see in Don Quixote no more than a comic character, 
or some kind of a buffoon: 
A Spanish gentleman called Don Quixote, who by going 
through many lands was able to do many deeds worthy of 
laughter and many fantastic things, stood up and fought alone 
for every man, who, in his opinion, was offended." (Pekarsky, 
488)45 
What was it that Belinsky saw in the novel that others were not able 
to see? The presence of the "idea" is what, in Belinsky's opinion, makes 
this novel so different from others, and makes it universally interna-
tional. Eight hundred pages where the "idea" breathes and lives is, in 
fact, off limits. This novel is the entire continent, the entire globe, and 
all our civilization; this is the novel's real stage, and if "the world were 
to come to an end, and the man were asked: 'Did you understand your 
lite on earth, and what conclusion have you drawn from it?' And the 
man could silently hand over Don Quixote. Such is my inference from 
life.-Can you condemn me for it?" (Dostoevsky, Diary ofa Writer, vol. 
1260) 
So the dignity of Cervantes's novel-the idea: the idea made 
this poetic work an eternal masterpiece that will never die and 
never age. This idea is why, despite its Spanish names and cus-
toms, people of all nations and all ages now read and will con-
tinue to read Don Quixote. (Belinsky 12: 76)46 
The prestige of Belinsky in the Russian literary world at the begin-
ning of nineteenth century was so high that popular opinion about 
Cervantes's novel and its character gradually started to change. Of 
course, it was not just for Belinsky: the people of Russian literary so-
ciety were becoming more and more sophisticated. They started to 
travel, and quality translations of Don Quixote started to become avail-
able in Russia. 
The first adequate translation of Don Quixote into Russian was 
completed by Konstantin Masalsky in 1838. It is interesting to note that 
the translation appeared almost simultaneously with Belinsky's notes 
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on Don Quixote, although Masalsky could have been acquainted with 
many of these notes via private correspondence with Belinsky. But it 
was Masalsky, scholar and translator at the same time, who wrote the 
first literary study about Don Quixote. His book, 111e Don Quixote of 
the Nineteenth Century,47 continued influencing the new perception 
of Cervantes's novel and certainly played a role in its interpretation. 
As Mancing indicates, "It is the earliest indication of what constitutes 
Bakhtin's concept of the novel and suggests how and why Don Quixote 
might have begun to acquire particular significance" (151). 
It is worth noting that Masalsky's translation was for the first time 
made directly from Spanish rather than from German or French. 
Although it was far superior to all previous translations, it was still quite 
incomplete, and the reasons for the abridgements made by Masalsky 
remain unknown to us. 
It is not then so surprising that many educated and well-travelled 
Russian writers, including Ivan Turgenev, were not happy with read-
ing the available translation and were planning to make another, 
better one: 
And this winter I will start the translation of Don Quixote, for 
which I have been preparing a long time; I have continually 
read and re-read this immortal novel. Cervantes became for 
me what is, probably, Pushkin for you.48 (2: 243)49 
Thus, from Belinsky who initiated the tradition in Russian liter-
ary criticism of interpreting Don Quixote primarily as a knight of 
the idea, it has become customary for Russian literary critics to refer 
to Don Quixote as such. Of course, the development of the percep-
tion of Cervantes's hero acquired new, sometimes positive and some-
times negative connotations. Jn the ideological and literary clashes, 
the words "Don Quixote" or "Donkishotstvo" were used as a political 
metaphor, often to debunk the opponents' credibility. While one critic 
called "Don Quixote" the champion of social reform in Russia, another 
one put the same sticker on all Slavophiles; while some reflected on 
"Don Quixotes of the revolution," seeing in them the tragic image of 
people who are ready to die for the ideal, others saw in Don Quixote 
a noble robber whose main principle was simple: destroy the rich; 
bestow to the poor. 
If Herzen's5° Don Quixote belonged to the past, then Turgenev's 
knight from La Mancha is looking to the future. Don Quixote for 
Turgenev is a man of action, the ideal of selfless service to justice, good-
ness, and truth. That is why, in his famous article, Turgenev argued 
that people like Quixote were morally superior to those who were 
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hke Haml <:.."t in their egoism, skepticism, and refl ection. Li fe, argued 
Turgenev in his article, is being moved by D n Quixo tes, creators of 
all good things and deeds. The imJJact of Turgenev's article on Russian 
literary circles was noticeable, and the famous antith esis "Hamlet vs. 
Don Quixote" spuned a controversy that continued for several decades. 
The pure and noble knight, naive as a child but, at the same time, 
discerning and wise, was clear and dose to another famou s Ru sian 
writer, Fyodor Dostoevsky. It was under the inAu nee of Don Quixote 
that one of the most "quixotic" novels, The Idiot, was conceived and 
produced. 
Once upon a time Don Quixote, the well-known knight f the 
doleful image, the most magnanimous of all knights on earth, 
the simplest in soul and one of he greates t men in heart, while 
roaming in the company of his faithful armor-bearer Sancho 
in pursuit of adventures, was suddenly struck by a perplexity 
which made him ponder for a long while. (Dostoevsky, Diary 
ofa Wri ter 2: 835) 
Dostoevsky immediately recognized the imp rtance of the idea that 
"made this poetic work an etemaJ masterpiece that will never die"; the 
idea that will elevate its bearer, Don Quixote, and bring him to the 
cosmic vision o f' things; and tbe idea that will enlighten him, enable 
him to remove the bounda1'ies between the illusion and reality unt il 
they both , the idea and the hero, finally become one. 
Dostoevsky came closest to Don Quixote while working on The 
Idiot. We can read in one of his letters where Dostoevsky ponders the 
new novel, which was as yet non-existent. 
The idea of the novel is an old and favorite one of mine, but 
such a hard one that for a long time I did not dare to take up, 
and if I have taken it up now, then it is absolutely because I 
was in a nearly desperate situation. The main idea of the novel 
is to portray a positively beautifol person. There is nothing 
more difficult than that in the world, and especially now. All 
the writers, and not just ours, but even all the European writ-
ers, whoever undertook this depiction of the positively beauti-
ful person, always had to pass. Because it's a measureless task. 
The beautiful is an ideal, and the ideal-both ours or that of 
civilized Emope-is far from having been achieved. There's 
only one positively beautiful person in the world-Christ-so 
that the appearance of this measurelessly, infinitely beauti-
ful person is in fact of course an infinite miracle. [ . . . ] Of the 
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beautiful people in Christian literature, Don Quixote stands as 
the most complete. But he is only beautiful because he's ridic-
ulous at the same time. [ . . . ] and effective in fact of that. [ ... ] 
I have nothing like that, absolutely nothing, and therefore I'm 
terribly afraid that it will be an absolute failure. (Dostoevsky, 
L«Uers 3: 17) 
Even though the hero of Dostoevsky, in contrast to that of Cervantes, 
was n eve.i· <!O nceived as a co mic figure but ra ther as a "seriuu. presen-
tation of' an ethical ideal" (Hingley 111 ); fo r Do toevsky, Don Quixote 
always remained a "commentary on life and a revelation of the human 
mind and heart" (Buketoff-Turkevich 115) . 
It is undeniable that the penetration of Cervantes's aesthetic and 
philosophical values into Russia and his significant presence on the 
literary horizons of nineteenth-century Russia make it possible to in-
quire in depth about his uncl c:hiable influence on Dostoevsky. This in-
fluence is so significant that Dostoevsky, cons iously or subconscious-
ly, wrote a novel whose reminiscences and connections with Cervantes 
are so intense and suggestive that it seems surprising that, up to now, 
we have not seen any magnum opus written about this important liter-
ary phenomenon. 
In conclusion, we would like to reiterate that this variety of opin-
ions, judgments, and interpretations of Don Quixote was, of course, 
tightly linked to the historical events that were taking place in Russia 
during the second half of the nineteenth century; however, at the same 
time, this variety indicated that the literary hero created by Cervantes 
was, and continued to be, important and relevant for all the enlight-
ened Russian intelligentsia. As Yakov Malkiel rightfolly put it: 
Among Spain's literary celebrities, hazily made out at the 
outset, Cervantes's figure became in time the most firmly 
delineated and most engaging. Russian taste has changed 
profoundly at several momentous junctures, and preferences 
for given facets of Cervantes's art and "philosophy" (tradi-
tionally dear to Russian critics) have shifted a good deal since 
Belinsky. But the esteem for his work among the intellectu-
al elite and its impact on writers able to set new standards, 
and on a broadening group of ambitious readers, show the 
demand for steadily improved translations, abridgements, 
and commentaries. (313) 
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Notes 
1. The Mongol invasion that is also known as the "Mongol Yoke" on Russia was 
heralded in 1223. This invasion lasted until 1480 and had incalculable ramifica-
tions for the history of Europe, including the division of the East Slavic People 
into three different nations. 
2. The concept of re-accentuation is one of the most interesting concepts of 
Mikhail Bakhtin. The detailed explanation of the nature of re-accentuation 
can be found in Bakhtin's book The Dialogic Tmagination. 
3. Charles-Antoine Coypel (1694-1752) was a French painter and an excellent 
tapestry designer. He became the First Painter of the King and Director of the 
Royal Academy. His most famous tapestries were created from a series illus-
trating Don Quixote. 
4· "To-TO 6bI p;JUI ,ll,oHKMIIIOTOB 6bIJIO 3p;ecb pa60TbI!" 
5. MaiiKoB. JI. H. PaccKa3bI HapTOBa o CTeTpe BenHKOM. l.l,06, Tm10rpacpm1 
l1MrrepaTOpCKoii AKap;eMHH HayK, 189i. 
6. Pacc)'Jl<p;eHHH o OKa3aTeJibCTBax K Mnpy 
7. "B KHMre, Ha3bIBaeMOH ,ll,OHKHIIIOT, OIIMCaHO cpa6yJibHOe >KHTHe 
rHIIIIIaHCKoro KaBanepa, ,ll,oHKHIIIOTOM Ha3bIBaeMoro, KOTOpbIH, e3p;H ITO 
CBeTY, MHOrHe p;OCTOHHbie CMexy cpaHTaCTH'leCKHe p;ena p;enan H 3a BCHKOro 
qeJioBeKa, KOTOporo OH o6mKeH 6bITb IIO'IHTaJI, BCTYIIaJICH H op;HH BOeBan." 
8. Mikhail Alekseev is considered to be one of the most prominent Soviet schol-
ars of Romance literatures and their relations with Russia. Although he lived 
and worked during the Stalin era when, even for the most innocent remark, 
any person could be thrown to jail for io-15 years, Alekseev made remarkable 
contributions to the literary scholarship. His views hold scholarly value up to 
the present day. 
9. Vasily Trediakovsky (1703-1768) was a Russian poet, literary theoretician, 
and interesting playwright who, together with another Russian poet and sci-
entist, Mikhail Lomonosov, helped to lay the foundation of classic Russian 
literature. He was the first Russian citizen who, not belonging to the nobility, 
received his education abroad at the Sorbonne, Paris. 
io. Pa3roeop o rrpaeorrncaHMH 
11. "Pa3roeopy p;OJI>KHO 6bITb HaTYpaJibHOMY, a HMeHHO TaKOMY, KaKOH 6bIJI 
rrpH Bcex yp;HBHTeJibHbIX rroxmKp;eHHHX Me>Kp;y CKHTaIOIII;HMCH pbiu;apeM 
,ll,oHKHIIIOTOM H cTpeMHHHbIM ero CaHIIIeIO CTaHco10." 
12. Alexander Sumarokov (1717-1777) was a Russian poet and playwright who is 
considered to be a creator of the classical theatre in Russia. He assisted Mikhail 
Lomonosov in inaugurating classicism in early Russian literature. 
lJ. 0 'ITeHHH poMaHOB 
14. One "pud" is an old Russian measure of weight that is equal to about forty 
pounds. 
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15. The adventures of Telemachus is a didactic novel by Fenelon, published in 
1699. The novel recounts the educational travels of Telemachus, son of Ulyss-
es, with his tutor, Mentor. This book gained enormous popularity in Russian 
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
16. "113 MHOrflX poMaHOB B rryp; BecoM CIIHPT}' op;Horo <j>yHTa He Bb!Hp;eT, l1 
'ITeHHeM OHOfO 60JJbWe ynoTpe6HTCH BpeMeHH Ha 6ecnoJJe3HOe, He)f(eJJH Ha 
rroJJeaHoe. 51 HCKJIIO'laIO TeJJeMaKa 11 ,ll;oHKHIIIOTa, 11 ewe caMoe MaJJoe 'IHCJJO 
p;OCTOHHblX poMaHOB." 
17. Al eksey Khrapovitsky was for many years a personal secreta1y of Katherine 
the Great; it was he who supervised the preparation of the extensive list of 
proverbs and sayings by Sancho Panza and presented it to the Russian Impera-
tl'iz. 
18. Vicen te Martiny Soler (1754-1806), often called by his contemporaries the 
Valen cicm Mozart , now is rela tively obscure. For a long time he worked at the 
court of Katherine the Great, the Russian Imperatriz, as a composer and a chief 
conductor of the Italian Opera Theatre in Saint Petersburg. 
19. Gavr ila D erzhavin (i743-1816) was one of the greatest Russian poets before 
Alexander Pushkin, as well as an important statesman. 
:w. For the first time in Russian literature, the verb donkishotstvovat, which 
was synthesized by Derzhavin from the name of the Spanish knight-errant, 
Don Quixote, appears; in the context of the ode, this verb means "to start doing 
something unusual, strange ." 
21. "He CJJHWKOM JJI06HWb MaCKapap;bl, 
A B KJiy6 He c-ryn11wb H Horoli, 
XpaHH 06b1'1a11, 06pHp;b1, 
He p;OHKHIIIOTCTByewb co6oi\: ... . " 
22. Mikhail Lomonosov (1711-1765) was a Russian polymath, scientist, and writ-
er who made important contributions to literature, education, and science. For 
instance, among his discoveries was the atmosphere of Venus. Lomonosov was 
also a pmminent poet who created the basis of the modern Russian literary 
language. 
23. This fact is based on the study conducted by Yuri Lotman and commented 
on in his article "K voprosu o tom, kakimi yazikami vladel Lomonosov." The 
article was published in the journal titled XVIII vek. 3 (1958): 445-64. 
24. Ivan K1ylov (1769-1844) is Russia's best known fabulist. He is also known 
for his exceptional epigrams. 
25. Nikolay Karamzin (1766-1826) was a Russian writer, poet and, without a 
doubt, the most famous Russian historian. He is remembered for his capital 
twelve-volume work History of the Russian State. 
26." .. . l1 Bee CKa3Kl1 p;eJJaJJH MeHH B pe6H'leCTBe MaJJeHbKHM ,ll;oH-KHWOTOM .. 
. . MaXHyJl ca6nero HeCKOJlbKO pas 110 qepHOMY B03{J;'fX'/ H B03BpaTHJICH B CBOIO 
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KOMHary, p;yMaH,'ITO nop;mi:r MOH 6hrn p;oBOJihHO Ba)l(eH. JleTa MJiap;eH'leCTBa! 
KTo nOMhmrnsi:eT o sac 6e3 yp;oBOJibCBHH?" 
27. "51 )l(HBy, mo6e3HbIH p;pyr, B p;epeBHe, c KHHraMH H npHpop;oii, HO 'laCTO 
6bIBaJO o'leHh 6ecnoKoeH B MOeM cepp;~e. Y)l(aCHbie npo11cwecTBHH Esponhl 
BOJlttylOT BCIO MOIO p;ywy. Ha30BH MeHH ,lloH-KHIIIOTOM, HO ceii CJiaBHbIH 
pbI~apb He MOr JIJ06HTb CBOIO ,llyJibCHHeJO TaK )l(e CTpaCTHO, KaK H JIJ06JIJO-
qe110Be'1eCTBO !" 
28. "11cTopHH 11cnaHHH o'leHb 11106onhITHa. EoJOch TOJihKO <j>pa3 H KpOBH. 
KoHCTHT}'~HH KopTecoB ecTb 'IHCTaH p;eMoKpaTHH. Ec11H OHH ycTpOHT 
rocyp;apcTBO, TO o6ewaJOCh HATH newKOM B Map;pttp;, a Ha p;opory B03bMf 
,lloH KttwoTa." 
29. "OH He'ITO Bpop;e ,lloH KHXOTa, O'leHb Henoc11ep;oaaTellbHbIH H O'leHb ynpH-
MbIH, KOTOpbIH XO'leT TOJibKO yp;OBJieTBOpHTb CBOeMY TllJ;eCJiaBHIO." 
30. Nikolay Turgenev (1189-1871), a relative of the famous novelist Ivan Tur-
genev, was one of the first Russian economists and democrats, and co-founder 
of a few reformist societies. After the Rebellion of 1825 he was tried in absentia 
and sentenced to Siberian katorga for life. As a result, he never returned to his 
homeland. 
31. "11 )l(HBY COBepweHHO Op;HH, HHKfp;a He XO)l(f H He CKf'lalO 6011ee ... EbeT 
10.30. Tiopa 'IHTaTb ,lloHKHilIOTa, KOToporo npep;cTaBJIHeT CO'IHHHTeJib f)I( 
CJIHilIKOM CfMaCwep;WHM, 'ITO MHe Ka)l(eTCH HeHaTYPaJibHbIM, H ITOTOMY He 
HpaBHTCH." 
32. " ... 3TO He Ma11oe yp;oBOJlbCTBHe, KaK B 12 'lacy 3aKfpHillb H JIH)l(eillb B no-
CTellb 'IHTaTb ,llOHKHilIOTa." 
33. Vissarion Belinsky (1811-1848) is one of the most prominent Russian literary 
critics of the nineteenth century. He played an instrumental role in the careers 
of Nikolay Nekrasov, Russian poet, and Nikolay Gogol. 
34. Alexander Pushkin (1199-1837) is considered by many to be the greatest 
Russian poet and the founder of lhe modern Russian Literature. 
35. Nikolai Gogol (1809-1852) was dramatist, novelist, and short story writer. 
Gogol was considered by his contemporaries to be one of the preeminent liter-
ary figures of Russian realism, second after Pushkin. His works, at the same 
time, possess a fundamental romantic sensibility with strains of Surrealism. 
36. Mikhail Lermontov (1814-1841) was a Russian Romantic writer, poet, and 
painter; the most important Russian poet after Alexander Pushkin; and the 
greatest figure in Russian Romanticism. His influence on later Russian litem-
ture is enormous and felt even in modern days, not only through his poetry but 
also through his prose that founded the tradition of the Russian psychological 
novel. 
37. "Mnap;eH'leCTBO p;peBHero MHpa KOH'IHJIOCb; Bepa B 6oroB H 'lfp;eca fMep-
11a; p;yx repOH3Ma HC'le3; HaCTaJI BeK )l(H3HH p;eHCTBHTellbHOH . . . pop;HJiaCb 
Hp;esi: '1e110BeKa ... no3Ma npeapaTHnach B poMaH." 
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38. "HaKOHel.\ B BeKe COBepunrnach OKOH'laTenhHall pecpopMa B 11CKYCCTBe: 
CepnaHTec y611n cno11M HecpaBHeHHhlM ,ll;oH K11xoTOM no»<H0-11AeanbHoe 
HanpanneH11e no::ia1111." 
39."Tenepb OKaH'l11BalO CepnaHTecona ,ll;oH K11x0Ta. feHHanhHOe 
npOH3BeAeHHe !" 
40. Mikhail Bakunin (1814-1876) was a founder of collectivist anarchism. Ba-
kunin's enormous prestige as an activist made him one of the most famous 
ideologues in Europe, and he gained substantial influence among radicals 
throughout Russia and Europe. 
41. "51 CMewHee ,ll;oH KHXOTa: TOT, no KpaHHeH Mepe, OT AYWl1 Bep11n, 'ITO OH 
pbll.\apb TO OH cpa»<aeTCll c BenHKaHaMH a He c MenhHl11.\aMH, H 'ITO ero 6ea-
o6pa3Hall 11 ToncTan ,ll;ynhCHHell-KpacaBHl.\a; a ll 3Haro, 'ITO JI He pbll.\aph, a 
CYMacweAWl1H-11 nce-TaK11 pb11.1apcTnyro; 'ITO ll cpa»<a!Och c MenhHHl.\aMH-H 
Bce-TaKl1 cpa»<a!Ocb; '10 ,ll;ynbCHHall MOH (»<H3Hb) 6eao6pa3Ha H fHYCHa, a BCe-
TaKH nro6nro ee, Haano 3ApaBOMY CMbicny 11 O'leBHAHOCTH.'1 
42. Mikhail Zagoskin (1789-1852) was the first Russian writer of historical nov-
els, the Russian Sir Walter Scott. His historical novel Yury Miloslavsky, which 
was published in 1829, became the first Russian bestseller. 
43. "CepBaHTec 3aAonro AO BanbTepa CKoTTa Han11can 11cTop11'1eCKHH poMaH. 
. . . TBOp'leCKHH, xyAO»<eCTBeHHbIH ::ineMeHT ero Ayxa 6brn TaK CHneH, 'ITO 
no6eA11n paccyAO'IHOe HanpanneHBe ... Ero ,ll;oH K11xoT ecTb He KapHKarypa, 
a xapaKTep, nonHbIH HCTl1Hbl H 'IY»<Ab!H BCllKOl'O npeynenH'leHl1ll, He 
OTBne'leHHblH HO )f{HBOH H AeHCTBHTenbHbIH. l1AeJI ,ll;oH KHXOTa He 
np11HaAne»<11T npeMeHH CepnaHTeca: oHa o6~e'lenone'leCKall, ne'IHall 11AeaS1 
. . . ,ll;oH K11xoTbI 6hlna B03MO»<HhI c Tex nop, KaK llBHnHCh 'lenoBe'leCKHe 
o6~ecTBa, 11 6yAYT B03MO»<HhI, noKa n!OA11 He paa6efYTCll no necaM." 
44. "Ka»<AhIH 'lenoneK ecTb HeMHO»<KO ,ll;oH KHXoT; HO 6onee ncero 
6h1Ba!OT ,ll;oH K11xoTaM11 n10Al1 c nnaMeHHhIM cepAl.\eM, nro6ll~ero AYWOIO, 
6naropOAHhlM cepA1.1eM .... l1CTHHHbIX ,ll;oH K11xoTOB MO»<HO HaHTl1 TOnhKO 
Me»<AY HeA10»<11HHhIM11 n10AhM11. Ho rnanoe, 'ITO 0H11 ncerAa 6blnH, eCTh 11 
6yAYT· 3To Tl1n Be'IHbIH, 3TO eA11Hall 11Aell, BCerAa BOnno~aro~aJICll B Tb!CJI'le 
pa3Hb!X B11AOB 11 cpopM, coo6pa3HO c AYXOM 11 xapaKTepoM BeKa Hnl1 CTpaHbI." 
45. "r11wnaHCKHH KaBanep, AOH K11woTOM Ha3bIBaeMhIH, KOTOpbIH 6yATO e3All 
no cnery, MHOr11e CMexy AOCTOHHhie 11 cpaHTaCTl1'1eCKl1e Aena Aenan H 3a BCll-
KOl'O 'lenoBeKa, KOToporo OH 0611»<eHHbIM 6h1Tb nO'll1Tan, ncrynancll 11 OAHH 
Boe Ban." 
46. "l1TaK, AOCTOl1HCBO CepnaHTeconcKoro poMaHa-B 11Aee: 11AeJI CAenana ero 
Be'IHbIM, Hl1K01'Aa He yM11pa10~l1M 11 Hl1K01'Aa He CTapel0~11M n03Tl1'1eCKl1M 
npo11aneAeH11eM. B 11Aee 3aKnro'leHa np11'111Ha Toro, 'ITO, HeCM0Tp11 Ha 
11cnaHCKl1e 11MeHa, 06h1'1a11, 'laCTHOCTl1,-n!OA11 Bcex Ha1.111i\: 11 Bcex BeKOB 
'111Ta10T 11 6yAYT '111TaTb ,ll;oH K11x0Ta." 
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47. This book was inaccessible to me, but it is mentioned and discussed in 
great detail in the book of Professor A. Umikyan, titled Cervantes: Statyi i ma-
teriali (Leningrad: i948). 
48. This intention of Turgenev is connected with his abiding interest in Span-
ish literature, an admiration that he expressed innumerable times in his pri-
vate letters, especially to his life-long lover and friend, Polina Viardo. This in-
tention, however, Turgenev never was able to fulfill because of his deteriorating 
health. 
49. "A 3TY 3HM:y npHM)'Cb 3a nepeDOA ,ll;oH KID'.oTa, K 1m·ropoM)' JI AaBHo 
l"OTOBnlOCb 11 6ecrrpecTaHHO nepe4HTbTBaK:l 31"0'1' 6ecCMepTifbcH poMaR. 
Cepua1rrec craJT Allll MeIDJ TeM, 'leM, ueponn10, CTaJr AJIJI Ba nywmrn." 
50. Alexander Herzen (1812-1870) was a Russian philosopher !mown as the 
"father of Russian socialism" and who enjoyed tremendous popula1·ity in the 
West, where he spent most of his life. His litera1-y observations, although 
sometimes very political, we.re often keen and penetrating. 
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